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Exhibitions of contemporary fashion present the curator with chal-
lenging interpretative choices given that they examine an extensive 
and in-progress subject. Histoire Idéale de la Mode Contemporaine, or 
An Ideal History of Contemporary Fashion, curated by Olivier Sail-
lard with Géraldine Sommier at the Musée de la Mode et du Textile in 
Paris (based on Saillard’s 2009 book of the same title), claims to be the 
first such examination.1 Indeed, this statement begs further questioning: 
what exactly is the definition of contemporary fashion and is this its first 
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survey? In this case, Saillard takes a decidedly Paris-based perspective 
and delimits his subject matter to a forty-year time frame, or the 1970s 
to the present, allowing him to analyze a defined body of work.

Conceived in two parts, this first exhibition considered the 1970s 
and 1980s, and curators dedicated each of the gallery’s two floors to 
one decade. The exhibition consisted of individual installations, most 
presenting a single designer’s work, including both prêt-à-porter and 
haute couture. A few installations thematically grouped several de-
signers, such as one showing the “colorful” 1970s garments of Kenzo 
Takeda and Jean-Claude de Castelbajac. The exhibition thus unfolded 
as a survey of designers as opposed to developments in industrial or so-
cial history, for example. The bare white walls of the gallery space and 
frequent use of mirrors gave prominence to the garments on display, 
mounted mainly on headless mannequins, asking the viewer to treat 
them as works of art. In contrast, in many cases no glass separated the 
audience and display objects, which fostered a more intimate viewing 
experience. Although slightly different, most of the designer installa-
tions displayed four or five garments from one or two collections and 
the video of a corresponding runway show (almost 150 articles and 
forty videos in total), either projected on the wall or a video screen, al-
lowing viewers to consider an isolated example.

Curators often include videos of fashion shows in their installations 
in order to illustrate the clothing in movement to supplement or contrast 
their static display on mannequins or dress forms. These shows also 
evoke the earlier life of the garment and its function as a creative design 
and commercial item as opposed to a historical object on display in the 
museum. However, videos often prove to be ill-conceived additions to 
installations that do not corroborate the curator’s main points. Instead 
of serving as pedagogical tools or answering questions for viewers, they 
often confuse, distract, or exist solely for the pleasure of viewing.

In direct contrast, Saillard gave the video a privileged position and 
saw the fashion show as a primary tool in his exploration of fashion’s 
recent past, explaining in his accompanying book that they “illustrate 
the major collections of contemporary fashion as well as the sceno-
graphic and poetic practices that reflect their period” (Saillard 2009: 
12).2 He specifically sought to map out the creations behind the in-
dustrial and economic aspects of fashion, highlighting collections he 
deemed the most innovative or critical. Still, Saillard’s thesis remains 
somewhat unclear: whilst expressing his ideas on fashion’s most impor-
tant (and in some cases forgotten) designers, he did not always explain 
how the fashion shows related to wider questions, vaguely linking them 
to the designers’ creative philosophies. This was, perhaps, the exhibi-
tion’s overall statement.

Armed with the notion that the public often misinterprets 1970s fash-
ion, Saillard sought to demonstrate the subtle innovation of its design-
ers, caught between radical 1960s clothing and the designer-celebrity  
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culture of the 1980s. He contextualized these designers as working 
in a youthful style—for its whimsicality, simplicity, and younger 
working consumer. For Saillard, Jean Bousquet’s ready-to-wear 
label Cacharel exemplified these traits, illustrated by the fash-
ion show from the Fall/Winter 1976 “1920s” collection in which 
models jitterbugged down the runway. In this case, the video suc-
ceeded particularly in presenting the garments, which—all but one 
mounted on a dress form—exceptionally hung on a clothing rack. 
The collection consisted of cotton day dresses and silk crêpe evenin-
gwear, which supported the curators’ ideas of 1970s femininity— 
often sporty and simple in fabric and silhouette, and whimsical 
and romantic in its looking to the past. Cacharel’s lighthearted and 
humorous runway show reflected the informal philosophy of this 
brand. Far from  existing solely as background noise, the video also 
served to contrast the typically stoic couture presentations, inviting 
the spectator to reflect on the relationship between these two modes 
of production.

Figure 1 
Issey Miyake, tattoo-printed 
bodysuits, prêt-à-porter 1970. 
Histoire Idéale de la Mode 
Contemporaine Vol. I: 70–80. 
Photograph: Luc Boegly. © 2010 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs.
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The installation featuring the work of Issey Miyake clearly posi-
tioned the designer in the exhibition’s innovator category. His clothing 
presented the viewer with a minimalism that, according to the curators, 
looked to the future and reduced garments to their essential lines (Fig-
ure 1). They notably highlighted his “Piece of Cloth” collection from 
Spring/Summer 1976 for its use of natural materials, primary colors, 
and geometric forms. The corresponding fashion show famously fea-
tured models walking slowly with outstretched arms to show off the 
simple forms of their garments and the close relationship between these 
forms, space, and the body. The black walls of this installation con-
trasted the otherwise white gallery space thus reinforcing his status as 
fashion innovator and outsider.

In his exploration of the 1970s, Saillard rightly highlighted the 
growth of the ready-to-wear industry at this time. While curators give 
much attention to its “birth” in the 1960s, they often overlook its de-
velopment in the following decade. As noted in the exhibition’s liter-
ary materials, in the 1960s, innovative designers Emmanuelle Khanh, 
Christiane Bailly, and Michèle Rosier paved the way for their 1970s 
counterparts such as Chantal Thomass (under the label Ter & Bantine) 
and Kenzo in their freelancing for other manufacturers’ brands. Sail-
lard, for instance, makes note of Créateurs & Industriels (C & I), Didier 
Grumbach’s attempt in 1971 to connect designers with manufacturers 
in order to facilitate production and grant creative authority to design-
ers who previously rarely worked under their own names (Grumbach 
1993: 216–19).3 Although this is a key point of departure from past 
exhibitions, Saillard’s inclusion of certain players is questionable: the 
exhibition failed to examine the evolution of Khanh’s body of work 
into the 1970s and 1980s. Inversely, Saillard displayed the clothing of 
designer Sonia Rykiel, the brand Cacharel, and Elie and Jacqueline Ja-
cobson’s boutique Dorothée Bis, overlooking that they had been creat-
ing throughout the 1960s.

Like many curators and historians of dress, Saillard used Yves Saint 
Laurent to question the relationship between haute couture and ready-to-
wear. Scholarship traditionally focuses on the opening of Saint Laurent 
Rive Gauche in 1966 and the dramatic breaking away from a couture-
based industry. Saillard’s display of the designer’s 1970s ready-to-wear 
and haute couture creations in the wake of his democratic anti-couture 
rhetoric in the 1960s opened the door to new discussion. Although Sail-
lard did not always directly comment on the dialogue between the two 
modes of production, he gave one example of their agreement in facing 
the installations presenting the 1970s work of Madame Grès and British 
designer Jean Muir: there was an obvious connection between Muir’s 
ready-to-wear gowns in jersey-knit and silk crêpe cut on the bias and 
the simple dramatic sheaths of Grès that recalled the 1930s (Figure 2).

This exhibition portrayed the 1980s as a decade marked by luxuri-
ous materials and styles, a rebirth of haute couture, and the visionary 
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designer, illustrated by the work of couturiers such as Azzedine Alaïa 
and Christian Lacroix as well as the imaginative and rebellious cre-
ations of Jean Paul Gaultier and Jean-Charles de Castelbajac. These and 
other designers made clothing that surpassed the whimsical yet simple 
creative philosophy of the 1970s, to one, according to the wall text, 
“characterized by fashion excess.” This approach to the fashion of this 
decade echoes the majority of histories of Western dress.

The colorful garments of Claude Montana and Thierry Mugler also 
communicated the awe-inspiring and fantasy element of 1980s fashion 
creation. The exhibition succeeded in showing a new side of Montana, 
one that problematized the usual discourse of the powerful female in 
a glamorous decade. Viewers enjoyed a close look at a selection of his 
garments from the late 1970s to 1990. One early installation presented 
black garments whose simplicity belied their impressive construction, 
details that are often lost when shown by curators alongside Montana’s 
more flamboyant creations. Thus displayed, these garments demon-
strated clear continuity alongside the work of the Japanese designers 
Yohji Yamamoto and Rei Kawakubo, who appeared on the Paris fash-
ion scene in 1981. Certainly, Saillard devoted part of his story to Ya-
mamoto and Kawakubo’s role in subverting traditional Western ideas 
of 1980s femininity. However, while curators often examine this notion 

Figure 2
Selections from Alix Grès haute 
couture Spring/Summer 1976  
on display in Histoire Idéale de  
la Mode Contemporaine Vol. I: 
70–80. Photograph: Luc Boegly.  
© 2010 Musée des Arts Décoratifs.
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in regards to the Japanese designers specifically, they more rarely treat 
it in this global context; the juxtaposition of Yamamoto and Kawakubo 
with other designers from the decade enabled viewers to better contex-
tualize their work in the 1980s Paris fashion industry.

Although curators provided fodder for discussion, viewers were often 
left to their own analytical devices. Apart from a brief wall text relating 
the collections highlighted at each installation to the larger work of its 
respective designer, it was up to the viewer to arrive at his or her own 
conclusion on the relationship of the objects on display to the wider ex-
hibition theme, which was perhaps never clear from the onset. Still, the 
intimate space of each installation, where the public enjoyed a close look 
at the few garments presented, helped foster thoughtful analysis. In the 
most successful cases, they should have reflected on the significance of the 
runway show in relation to that particular designer, the accompanying 
articles on display, and to the exhibition. It seemed though, that while the 
installations were individually successful, the exhibition as a whole fell 
short. The curators had difficulty unifying the diverse creations and in-
stead staged a survey of designers of “contemporary fashion.” Of course, 
their display of clothing both on the runway and in the museum met with 
their overall goal of approaching these objects as creative ideas.

Although not explicitly stated in the exhibition, Saillard significantly 
chose the runway show as a mirror of the creative philosophies behind 
contemporary fashion. The transition from an industry fueled by and 
catering to haute couture to one where ready-to-wear existed in its own 
right in the 1970s sets apart this so-called contemporary period. Earlier, 
industry insiders propagated the widespread belief that true creation was 
only possible at the haute couture level, illustrated by the fact that only 
haute couturiers required fashion shows (Grumbach 1993: 26–7, 139). 
From the mid-1960s, ready-to-wear designers gained creative authority 
in subverting these and other fashion mechanisms.4 Their avant-garde, 
whimsical, even outlandish runway shows differed greatly from coutu-
riers’ discreet displays of elegance. In 1964, historian Bernard Roshco 
compared couture shows to “sacred rites” in that “everybody is afraid 
of missing something” and “you can hear a pin drop” (Roshco 1963: 
162). In contrast, Vogue (USA) wrote in 1967 of fashion shows for the 
New York boutique Paraphernalia, the April in Paris Ball in New York  
(showing the clothing of Khanh, Bailly, Rosier, and Paco Rabanne), 
and André Courrèges’ dual couture-prêt-à-porter show: “Gone—the  
‘a-pretty-girl-is-like-a-ta-da-da’ fashion show—blown straight out by 
the whine of the electric guitar, the wheeng of a tape recorder.”5

In Saillard’s discussion of the evolution of the fashion show, he like-
wise claims that in the 1960s, Courrèges “revolutionized the principle 
of the runway show by introducing music, having models dance rather 
than walk, and by shortening their duration.”6 The exhibition clearly 
demonstrated a continuation of this whimsicality in displaying Cacha-
rel’s 1976 show, among others. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the 
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mounting height of the runway platform points to a closer focus on the 
stage so that the défilé became a performance in itself. For the curators, 
Thierry Mugler’s 1984 fashion show epitomized this phenomenon. Mu-
gler allowed the general public to purchase tickets to this show, held at 
the Zénith Theater and divided into theatrical chapters entitled “Dawn 
of the Future” and “The Wings of Glory,” for example. This large-scale 
and fantastical production contrasted William Klein’s documentary 
“Mode en France,” also highlighted in the exhibition.7 The clip chosen 
by the curator, “La Mode c’est du Théâtre,” presented two models clad 
in clothing by Azzedine Alaïa engaging in a dramatic dialogue, exempli-
fying the dialogue between fashion and performance.

Saillard figures among other curators who have considered the fashion 
show in the museum, most notably following the Musée Galliera’s 2006 
exhibition Showtime: le Défilé de Mode, curated by Anne Zazzo who ex-
amined fashion presentations throughout history. In her 2006 exhibition 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, Fashion Show: Paris Collections 
2006 (Parmal and Grumbach 2006), curator Pamela Parmal sought to 
construct a current experience as opposed to one of fashion history where 
the runway acted as a metaphor for the Paris fashion industry. She pre-
sented garments from the then-current Fall/Winter ready-to-wear collec-
tions of Yamamoto, Azzedine Alaïa, Hussein Chalayan, Martin Margiela, 
Rochas, and Viktor & Rolf and the Spring/Summer couture collections of 
Dior, Chanel, Valentino, and Christian Lacroix. The gallery consisted of 
isolated displays, each dedicated to a designer with mannequins posed on 
mirrored platforms designed to reflect the look of that particular fashion 
show and, as in Histoire Idéale, featured videos of the original shows.

In contrast, Saillard’s treatment of the fashion show illustrated the 
development of contemporary fashion philosophies and wider theatrical 
practices over time. Moreover, his was an exercise in connoisseurship as 
he included only, as the subtitle of his book attested, “the most beautiful 
fashion shows from 1971 to the present.” “Ideal” for Saillard and Som-
mier also signified innovative or important. This “masters approach” to 
history often results in historical gaps and questionable analyses, where, 
for instance, designers were prioritized at certain points despite hav-
ing careers spanning decades. Conversely, the exhibition showcased the 
work of designers rarely examined in the museum such as Marc Audi-
bet, Romeo Gigli, Sybilla, and Popy Moreni (Figure 3). And while the 
curators did not stray far from accepted approaches to 1980s fashion, 
they offered new ideas in their display of work by Yohji Yamamoto 
and Claude Montana, for example. It is perhaps fitting that Saillard, a 
known curator of monographic designer exhibitions, dedicated his last 
project at the Musée de la Mode et du Textile to examining many of 
these designers from a more global standpoint (earlier in 2010 Saillard 
became director of Paris’ Musée Galliera).

Despite the curators’ resolution to prioritize creative over economic 
and industrial developments in their study, the exhibition still engaged 
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the viewer in these wider issues, as seen in its valuable discussion of 
prêt-à-porter in the 1970s, for instance. The following exhibition should 
further broach these questions in relation to fashion creation, as Saillard 
foretells in his publication, which explores individual creative initiatives 
in spite of the impeding rise of luxury fashion monopolies in the 1990s 
and economic crises and overproduction in the 2000s. Will part two 
better unify these wider issues with the rest of the exhibition or present 
a similar survey of designers and their fashion showings? In spite of this 
discordance, Histoire Idéale brought up several critical issues in a com-
plicated and on-going fashion period and will certainly foster discussion 
regarding the conception of future exhibitions on fashion’s recent past.

Notes

1.  “Histoire idéale de la mode contemporaine vol. I: 70–80,” Musée 
des Arts Décoratifs. http://www.lesartsdecoratifs.fr/francais/mode-

Figure 3 
Selection of ten prêt-à-porter garments by Marc Audibet from Fall/Winter 1986–7 displayed in Histoire Idéale de la Mode 
Contemporaine Vol. I: 70–80. Photograph: Luc Boegly. © 2010 Musée des Arts Décoratifs.
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et-textile/expositions-70/prochainement-446/histoire-ideale-de-la-
mode (accessed October 18, 2010).

2.  Author’s translation: “Ils mettent en évidence des collections ma-
jeures pour l’histoire contemporaine de la mode ou des procédés scé-
niques et poétiques qui sont des faces-à-main tendues à la discipline 
ou à l’époque.”

3.  Manufacturers had access to a common atelier, designers had their 
own labels (for C & I use only), and C & I handled the publicity, 
distribution, and organization of fashion shows.

4.  We might consider these designers the “newcomers” in Pierre Bourdieu’s 
theory of the haute couture field, which he outlined in 1980. In opposi-
tion to the occupiers of the dominant position (established couturiers), 
these newcomers undertook “subversion strategies” to counter the cou-
turiers’ “conservation strategies.” As such, the unusual designer fashion 
show subverted established ideals and devalued couture. In applying 
Bourdieu’s theory, these “revolutions” destroyed the couturier-styliste 
hierarchy but not the fashion system itself, forcing the newcomers to 
work within the system. See Bourdieu (1980: 197–200).

5.  “Vogue’s Own Boutique,” Vogue (USA) January 1967: 135.
6.  “Thierry Mugler,” Musée des Arts Décoratifs. http://www.lesarts 

decoratifs.fr/francais/mode-et-textile/expositions-70/actuellement-
447/histoire-ideale-de-la-mode/les-createurs-871/thierry-mugler. (ac-
cessed October 18, 2010). Author’s translation: “Dans les années 
1960, Courrèges révolutionne le principe du défilé en introduisant 
la musique, en demandant aux mannequins de danser plutôt que 
marcher et en écourtant sa durée (de 1h30 parfois il passe à 40 min-
utes puis à 20 minutes). Le podium devient générique. Il sera de plus 
en plus haut tout au long des années 70 et 80 avant que les Japonais 
ne le suppriment dans une vague de naturalisme-paupérisme aux in-
fluences considérables.”

7.  For this information, I thank Myriam Teissier, Musée de la Mode et 
du Textile.
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